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From big cats to elephants and indigenous communities, Wild Encounters is a must-have for nature

lovers, conservationists, and anyone who is inspired by all that remains wild. David Yarrow travels

from pole to pole and continent to continent to visit frozen Arctic tundras, vast African deserts,

primordial rain forests, and remote villages, inviting us to truly connect with subjects we mistakenly

think we have seen before. Yarrow takes the familiarÃ¢â‚¬â€•lions, elephants, tigers, polar

bearsÃ¢â‚¬â€•and makes it new again by creating iconic images that deliberately connect with us at

a highly emotional level. Ã‚Â For more than two decades, this legendary wildlife photographer has

been putting himself in harm's way to capture the most unbelievable close-up animal photography,

amassing an incomparable photographic portfolio, spanning six continents. Driven by a passion for

sharing and preserving Earth's last great wild cultures and species, Yarrow is as much a

conservationist as a photographer and artist. His work has transcended wildlife photography and is

now collected and shown as fine art in some of the most famed galleries around the world.

Featuring 160 of his most breathtaking photographs, Wild Encounters offers a truly intimate view of

some of the world's most compellingÃ¢â‚¬â€•and threatenedÃ¢â‚¬â€•species and captures the

splendor and very soul of what remains wild and free in our world through portraits that feel close

enough to touch.
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2016"Ã¢â‚¬â€•Entertainment WeeklyÃ‚Â "His book 'Wild Encounters' from New YorkÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Rizzoli publishing house was released last month and features work from seven continents with

images of some of earthÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most-endangered species."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Shutterbug

Magazine"Certainly, Wild Encounters is more than up-close wildlife photography, even though that

is what stands out. . . . No matter the subject, however, Yarrow has captured what is wild and free

and pulled us in for an unforgettable view."Ã¢â‚¬â€•North American Nature Photography

AssociationÃ¢â‚¬Å“The Best 'Art Meets Science' Books of 2016.Ã‚Â Scottish photographer Yarrow

creates iconic images that have been shown in international galleries to great acclaim. With this

collection, in large format, readers come face to face with the globe's most endangered and

charismatic creatures. Portraits of favoritesÃ¢â‚¬â€•lions, elephants and polar bearsÃ¢â‚¬â€•renew

again the emotional connection people have to these animals facing uncertain futures."

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Smithsonian Magazine"David YarrowÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Wild Encounters is a triumph of

conservation photography. Yarrow is one of the best fine art photographers working in animal

conservation today. His photographs render a kind of raw literacy to the truth of the vanishing wild.

For his latest book Wild EncountersÃ‚Â (Rizzoli; October 2016), he traveled to multiple continents,

from the frozen Arctic to the African desert, to capture the most iconic animals through which we

often define the natural worldÃ¢â‚¬â€•lion, rhinoceros, and elephant, to name a few. His goal with

the book, as with much of his work, was to push beyond the staid one-dimensional portraits that can

be common with wildlife photography. The result is a triumph of both artistic mastery and emotional

affectÃ¢â‚¬â€•a portfolio of compelling, visually arresting pictures that afford us the opportunity to

fully grasp both the magnificence of animals in the wild, and the threats they face in a modern

world."Ã¢â‚¬â€• Sierra Magazine"The haunting image of a female lion staring out from the cover of

Wild Encounters: Iconic Photographs of the WorldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Vanishing Animals and Cultures

(Rizzoli, $75) conveys the immediacy of this volume of 160 photographs of the most vulnerable

species and cultures around the world. Renowned wildlife photographer David Yarrow offers

stunning and intimate images of elephants, lions, tigers, and bears in their native habitats across six

continents, pulled from his two decades of experience in the field. This book clearly is driven by the

authorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s passion for conservation and highlights the real risks to the continued survival of

these animals and their place on the planet. Beautiful and inspirational, this is a great gift book and

a reminder of the wonder that can still be found in the world."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Big Sky Journal

David Yarrow was born in Scotland and is now based in London. He was named Young Scottish

Photographer of the Year at the age of 20, and since turning his lens on the natural world, David



has built an unrivaled reputation for capturing the beauty of the planet's remote landscapes and

endangered animals. He is now Europe's best-selling wildlife photographer and is represented by a

selection of the world's leading galleries while also being appointed as an ambassador for Nikon

UK.Ã‚Â  Tusk, whose Royal Patron is HRH The Duke of Cambridge, will receive proceeds from the

sale of the book to support its vital conservation projects in Africa. Tusk is a dynamic and pioneering

organization with 25 years of experience initiating and funding conservation, community

development and environmental education programs across Africa. Since its formation in 1990,

Tusk has invested more thanÃ‚Â $40 millionÃ‚Â into a wide range of projectsÃ‚Â across the

continent.

This book blew me away! This is a huge, heavy book and the photographs are anchored in a global

environmental framework!Coupled with the maps and text, David teaches us to see the souls of

these creatures.Like learning to see all over again!

This is a truly stunning collection of photographs--one of the most amazing photography books I

have ever seen. The large format adds to the impressive quality. If you purchase only one book of

photography this year, this is the one to get.

This book is full of beatutiful pictures and is a great read. This is one awesome coffee table book,

that everyone will want to pick and look at the pictures. Really beautiful.

gorgeous photos

Stunning Book. Great Shipping. Thanks so Much.

Excellent coffee table book.

great book. interesting and amazing pictures.

...people can't resist going through this book. Imagery is stunning, and the quality of the book itself

is rock solid.
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